There are many ways to look at nature, and each view can show you something new. Pick two views from the “Choose a View” box below. Then, for each, draw a picture or take a photo of what you see. Write a caption telling what your unusual view shows.

**CHOOSE A VIEW**

- **Close Up:** Get down on the ground or right up next to something. If you want, use a magnifying glass.
- **From Afar:** Scan a whole scene from a long way away.
- **Zoomed In:** Use binoculars to get close to something in the distance.
- **Bird’s Eye:** Climb up on something and look down.
- **Bug’s Eye:** Lie down on your back and look up.
- **Big or Small:** Look at something that makes you feel extra large or very small.
- **Upside Down:** Hang by your knees to see what you can see.